* Concrete Block Wall

DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat

DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat

DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat

DuROCK Finish Coat

Metal Plaster Stop

* Backer Rod and Sealant

* Metal Flashing

* Sealant under flashing drip edge

* Window frame

(* by others)
*Concrete Block
DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat
DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat
DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat
DuROCK Finish Coat

Metal Plaster Stop
* Backer Rod and Sealant
* Window frame

(* by others)
* Concrete Block Wall

DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat

DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat

DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat

DuROCK Finish Coat

Metal Plaster Stop

Minimum 200mm (8") clearance required above grade level

T.O. GRADE

(* by others)
* Concrete Block Wall

DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat

DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat

DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat

DuROCK Finish Coat

* Backer Rod Sealant at block joint

* Sealant

Metal Plaster Stop

Metal Plaster Stop

(* by others)
* Concrete Block Wall

DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat

DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat

DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat

DuROCK Finish Coat

* Concrete Slab

Metal Plaster Stop

* Breaker Rod and Sealant

Metal Plaster Stop

(* by others)
* Metal Cap Flashing
* Roof Membrane
* Wood Blocking

Metal Plaster Stop

* Sealant under flashing

DuROCK Finish Coat
DuROCK One-Step Brown Coat
DuROCK One-Step Scratch Coat
DuROCK Jewel Prime Coat

* Concrete Block Wall

(* by others)